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develop global, high-profile programs in collaboration with partners in government, the 
private sector and civil society. Often capitalizing on key global convenings, the team 
helps partners create opportunities for thought leadership at WEF, COP, UNGA, the 
World Bank Meetings and more. Initiatives span across a variety of sectors, including 
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aimed at amplifying women's voices in foreign policy and global affairs. These types of 
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exponential revenue growth for Foreign Policy.  
 
Prior to joining FP, Diana launched and directed The Hill Latino, serving in a business 
capacity to drive revenue and buzz for a new media brand focused on Latino public 
affairs at the established national media company, The Hill. Adept at conceptualizing 
and executing newsworthy initiatives and multi-channel promotional campaigns, Diana 
enjoys leading and collaborating with cross-functional teams to bring ideas to life. 
 
Before shifting to the business side of media, Diana was an award-winning journalist, 
beginning her career at The Miami Herald and later serving as the Acting Washington 
Bureau Chief for the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel. Her work has appeared in The 
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